The

QUINISHA PROJECT
“With a name like Quinisha, I knew I had to be a doctor.”

black girl projects

Our mission is to be a revelatory,
unflickering light for Black girls
and young women in the southern
United States through safe spaces
and focused programming.

Quinisha Logan understood from a young age that she had the power to
define her own name. Since 1880, the Social Security Administration has
recorded only 288 babies born with the first name Quinisha in the United
States. Our given names have tremendous power in our unique processes of
individuation and in defining how others perceive us. What happens, though,
when your name has no recorded origin or definition and its etymology has
only 287 other reference points? What’s more, how does one overcome
obstacles of perception in a society that makes negative assumptions about
people with distinctively black names before first meeting? Quinisha defined
her name by becoming a doctor and choosing to bring awareness in
practice to a field of medicine—obstetrics and gynecology—that lacks
definitions of care tailored to the unique experiences of women of color.
In Quinisha’s honor, we house all our sexual and reproductive health and
reproductive justice programs within the Quinisha Project. We seek to define
what care means for Black girls and women by implementing programs that
educate marginalized Black girls and women in sexual and reproductive
health, inform them of their rights, advocate for policies that ensure medical
standards take into consideration Black women’s unique needs and
perspectives and train a new generation of health educators and medical
practitioners in appropriate ways to engage Black girls and women.

PROJECT INITIATIVES:
• C.H.A.T.
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C.H.A.T.
The Community Health Ambassador Training (CHAT), program of The Lighthouse | Black Girl
Projects, focuses on high school students, particularly in rural communities in Mississippi. This
work builds the capacity of students by introducing social leadership and the reproductive justice
framework. CHAT facilitators use the evidence-based Making Proud Choices curriculum to teach
students an understanding of gender norms and to recognize and interrupt sexism and misgynoir
in casual conversation. CHAT improves the holistic health of communities and their relationships
and goes well beyond the mechanics of sex. CHAT wants students and communities to fully
understand sexual health is much broader than the act itself and, again, includes healthy
interactions between girls and boys, men and women in community.

black girl projects

Our mission is to be a revelatory,
unflickering light for Black girls
and young women in the southern
United States through safe spaces
and focused programming.

CHAT COMMUNITY PARTICIPANTS WILL:
•
•
•
•

Increase their knowledge about sexualreproductive health;
Decrease risky sexual behaviors;
Enhance their healthy decision-making skills;
Gain an awareness and/or an interest in reproductive rights
and justice.

These things combined will be the building blocks for healthier
communities and healthier relationships, which underscoreThe Lighthouse
| Black Girl Project’s core values— equity, justice, safe spaces, context,
autonomy and access.
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